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Editor’s Message 
 Every time I publish the newsletter, I realize 
that it is hard to update on the latest news 
and to ask the readers to pray for MCM as an 
amateur. 
Although I always try to be humble, rely on 
the Lord, and obey His will, I often see myself 
following my own knowledge and power and 
that surprises me and turns me back to my 
initial mind set. 
During the first half of the year, there were so 
many remarkable events that took place: In-
auguration of Anatomy and Microbiology Lab 
on February, opportunity for USA residency 
program from AMRCBL (American Medical 
Residency Certification Board) for MMC stu-
dents on April, MOU agreement with Seoul 
University ‘Lee Jong Wook Global Medical 
Center’ for cardiac surgery residency pro-
gram on May, inauguration of Pathology lab 
and vision sharing occasion with government 
officers on June. Although there were a lot of 
events and were overwhelming for us, these 
events were small things for God. 
There are so many things to be improvised, 
and it seems like we need more time and ef-
fort to improve MCM and MMC and to run the 
organization independently by empowering 
and training the Ethiopian leaders. 
 
I deeply hope that we could have more active 
and dedicated professional volunteers and 
prayers through the publication of the news-
letter. 

On May 1st, Facing Africa (FA) team visited MCM from England. FA was 
founded in 1998 by Chris Lawrence and Allan Thom. Twice a year from 
2010, the team treats patients with Noma diseases and offer plastic 
surgeries as volunteer services. Noma is a rare bacterial disease that 
only exists in Africa and is caused by poor hygiene and immune systems. 
The bacteria starts from inflammation of the oral cavities and spreads 
along the face as tissue destruction 
FA organization brought patients for medical checkup starting from 
middle of April. Then, on May 1st, FA team arrived and began operations 
for two weeks until May 15th. MCM offered basic physical examinations 
such as lab tests, urine examinations, and X-rays, and also provided 
operating room and ward room for smooth process. 
36 patients underwent operations and few other patients received other 
medical services. FA team will visit MCM again this October and we 
expect that these suffering souls would be treated not only physically but 
mentally and spiritually.  

Transformation through Facing Africa  

From May 2nd to 6th, ‘Lee Jong-wook Global medical center’ team from 
Seoul National University visited MCM. They came to prepare for the initiation 
of the cardiac surgery training program, to discuss about the training pro-
gram, to interview the trainees, and to check the medical equipments. They 
also examined and selected the patients with cardiac disease for the October 
cardiac surgery. The team met with the vice-minister of Health and visited 
Addis Ababa medical college hospital. Through this visit,  we expect that the 
new cardiac center in the grace wing of MCM will become an advanced 
cardiac center in Ethiopia. 

Cardiac Center Initiation Program with Seoul National University Cardiac Surgery Team  
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A farewell was held on May 23rd, for Dr. Chi Chung and Sister Mint-
wab, a volunteer and an employee who have served at the MCM. 
Sister Mintwab has been a part of the nursing department, and she 
has worked for the development of the Nursing system and foundation 
for more than 10 years.  As a volunteer, Dr. Chi Chung have contrib-
uted to Pan-African Academy of Christian Surgeons (PAACS), which 
is a non-denominational organization, and trained African physicians 
to become general surgeons.  
Accordingly, through the partnership between MCM and Soddo 
Christian Hospital, Dr. Chi has trained the PAACS Ethiopian Residents 
in MCM, and hence he has served as a site director for the PAACS 
faculty respectively.   

We expect that many Ethiopian doctors and nurses would follow the example of their passion and dedication. 

Farewell of Dr. Chi Chung and Assistant Matron Mintwab 

64th Commemoration Ceremony of Ethiopian Veterans Entry in Korean War 

On April 25th, there was a 64th Ethiopian Veterans Ceremony in Korean Vet-
eran Memorial Park. Honorable Mulatu Teshome, the President of Ethiopia was 
present for the first time and gave an opening address to the veterans. Each 
representatives of combatant nations offered silent prayers as a remembrance 
of the victims in war. The Korean Ambassador Mun-hwan Kim gave an ap-
preciation speech to the Ethiopian veterans on behalf of the Korean govern-
ment and also promised to support the children of the veterans. From MCM, 
Medical Director Chul-su Kim, elder Hong-ryang Moon, elder Young-hun Kim, 
General Ki-dong Lee attended. Ms. Jessica Lee, Ms. Min-ji Choi, and Mr. Se

-ho Hong participated as an emergency medical support team. After the ceremony, all the participants gathered in 
Korean Embassy for luncheon and the selected children of the veterans were awarded scholarships. 

On June 6th, there was a Vision 
Sharing Occasion in Good News 
Church Chapel room. Around 50 
government officers were invited 
and the introduction of MCM, ques-
tion and answer time, luncheon, and 
rounding tour for the new wing were 
taken place. We were able to share 
MCM’s vision with the government 
officers and also through the Q&A 
time, they got new insights toward 
the MCM. 

Vision Sharing 

From April till June, there were mobile clinic that occurred in several areas 
such as Holeta, Gapara, Muketuri, and Damboya. In each region, the 
group was able to examine more than hundred patients. They were able 
to minister by visiting different YDBB churches, educating dental cleaning 
process, and distributing  bread and other supplies to the people in each 
region. 

Community Service Group of MCM Goes on a Mobile Clinic 

MCM 
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 The ceremony started with an opening address by Dr. Rahel, followed by sophomore’s song, Dr. Yohana and 

Mrs. Kay’s beautiful performance, and Dr. Chi Chung’s (PAACS Director) prayer. The director of MCM, Dr. 

Chul-su Kim, and Associate director Elder Moon gave the white coat and a stethoscope to each student and 

then all the guests congratulated them with a great applause. Finally, Dr. Tim introduced the history and 

background of the Hippocratic Oath, and Dr. Rachel Nunn shared a sermon. 

All the freshmen students declared to fulfill their vocation as the Christian doctor. We, as a MCM community, 

sincerely ask you to pray for these freshmen to become a faithful the servant leaders for Christ. 

On April, Myungsung Medical College (MMC) achieved the AMRCB 
(American Medical Residency Certification Board) and received the USA 
Residency Program certification. MMC is now qualified for the international 
standard given by AMRCB, and MMC students will now have an option to 
attend residency programs in USA after graduation. Through this golden 
opportunity, we expect that promising MMC graduates will be able to 
contribute further development of medical education in Ethiopia. 

MMC Receives USA Residency Program Certification  

Second White Coat Ceremony For Servant Leaders of Christ 

On May 16th, Myungsung Medical College (MMC) 

the white coat ceremony was held in Good News 

Church chapel room. This is the second white 

coat ceremony in MMC, and it is for the freshmen 

of MMC to receive their white coats and celebrate 

this  occasion with their  families, friends and 

professors. Then the freshmen take oath to be a 

health care professional who treats the people in 

Ethiopia and to be the servant leader like Christ. 

 

MMC 
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Myungsung Medical College (MMC) has started recruit-
ing freshmen from May for the new semester starting 
this September. There are 17 juniors (16 Ethiopian, 1 
foreigners), 26 sophomores (24 Ethiopian, 2 foreigners), 
28 freshmen(26 Ethiopian, 2 foreigners) in MMC, and 
MMC is planning to recruit about 30 more freshmen. 
MMC started to distribute the application for Ethiopians 
on May 4th, and there will be an entrance examination 
on July 11th and an interview in August. At the same 
time, there was entrance examination and interview on 
May 30th in Korea for the foreigners. We expect that 
many competent young people all over the world would 
enter MMC through this recruitment  

The pathology laboratory of Myungsung Medical College (MMC) had inauguration thanksgiving worship on June 1st. 
For the past 3 years, Dr. Yohana Kim (Pathology professor of MMC) has been preparing the pathology lab with the 
fund of the Myungsung Church, which is the mother church of MCM and MMC. The lab is facilitated with the ad-
vanced equipments of German company, Leica. Every process of these equipments is automatic and they have their 
own program so that they can draw scientific and accurate conclusion. Because of the automatic voice recording 
system, the technicians do not have to write down the whole content of analysis but the main computer will automat-
ically save the content when the technicians verbally speak the result in the lab. 

Freshmen recruitment of MMC 

Inauguration of Pathology Lab 

Dr. Yohana has been focusing not 

only on the equipments but also on 

Ethiopian young talent during the past 

three years. Now one technician and 

two pathologists are working in pa-

thology lab under Dr. Yohana’s lead-

ership.  The  technician  has  been 

trained in Kenya for two years, and 

two pathologists, Dr. Salem and Dr. 

Taye are newcomers. Especially Dr. Taye will enter the Pathology Residency program in Severance Hospital in 

Korea. Dr. Yohana is praying that many talented people like Dr. Taye will be raised and that they will contribute to 

the medical development of Ethiopia. 

MMC 
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New Wing Construction 

Myungsung Christian Medical center is now constructing the New Wing. The construction of the new wing 

has been started at the request of the Ethiopian government, and it will be 5 storey building and be 

equipped with advanced facilitation and cardiovascular center. We expect that the new wing would 

contribute for the improvement of the medical service of Ethiopia and to save foreign currency which goes 

abroad to get medical treatment. The construction of the new wing started from 2013 and is now on the 

final stage and soon ready for the inauguration. 

We hope that the patients experience the grace of God by the care and the treatment from MCM, and the 

gospel would be spread through MCM. And we thank and bless everyone who participates in construction 

and inauguration of the new wing. 

New Hospital 

2013. Jan. 2013. Mar. 

2013. Jul. 2014. Mar. 

2014. Oct. 2015. Jun. 
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On June 1st, Elder Ok Soo Choi was appointed as a 

matron. The news letter team met her and interviewed 

her. 

 

Q : Would you please briefly tell us about your back-

ground and how you came to MCM? 

A : I grew up in a Christian family and went to America 

when I was 25 years old. I worked as a nurse for 45 

years. Before retirement, I had the opportunity to visit 

MCM twice and last September I came back to MCM to 

volunteer with my husband for a year. 

During my school years, I have decided to become a 

friendly missionary due to the influence of South Presby-

terian Missionary Han, who was the principal of the 

Christian school. My first work place was at Columbia 

University Hospital in New York, and Harlem was located nearby. I often thought about the reason why I was treated 

better than the people in Harlem. I feel that those experiences and thoughts were part of God’s plan for me to be 

prepared to come to Ethiopia at the age of 70.  

 

 

Q : Now that you became the matron to be in charge of the Shalom wing and the Grace wing, what are your plans 

for adjustments and the assignments for the nurses? 

A : I have been appointed to be the third matron of MCM. Due to the dedication of Korean nurses and volunteers, 

many things have been enhanced. From now on, I would like to give my full attention and effort to help and give 

advices to the Ethiopian nurses. I think that now is the time for MCM to be fully equipped with skills, gospel, facilities, 

and everything else as Christian Mission Hospital.  

Under the matron office, it is divided into three divisions. All three heads of the divisions were provided as a gift 

from God, and we are grateful for them. Under them, there are 14 charge nurses and 140 registered nurses who 

are devotedly working. I want to help those young nurses to have more self-esteem and follow the path of Nightin-

gale.  

 

 

Q : What is your goal and plans for the future? 

A : Most of the system of the hospital has been changing quickly and constantly as the generation goes by. I will 

try to make MCM to follow up with the trend and play the role as a mission hospital. And I want to help all the nurs-

es to be leaders, such as charge nurses, assistant matrons, and matrons with independency and skill. 

 

For my whole life, I have tried to start my day by going to work 30 minutes early with a cup of coffee. The first duty 

of a matron is to visit all the patients in the hospital at 7:30 in the morning. Although I am not fluent in Amharic, I try 

to greet everyone in Amharic such as “Denaderachu” and “Melchamcan”. Also if the patient wants a prayer, I 

pray for them as well. When I am rounding with the heads of the divisions, they tease me about how fast I walk. 

When they mention the speed of my steps, I would tell them, “you have a lot of time, but I have no time”, mean-

ing that you are young, but I am old. I always prioritize visiting the patients, and the paper works come after that.  

 

 

He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy 

and to walk humbly with your God. Micah 6:7 

As the scripture mentioned, I want to please God by acting justly, loving mercy, and walking humbly with God.  

The New Matron of MCM Hospital, Ok-Soo Choi  

People 
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Pray for MCM 
 
To lift his name and glorify him only by 
ministering through taking care of patients 
at MCM. 
 
To become the cornerstone of God’s king-
dom in Ethiopia and the front line in spread 
the gospel beyond Africa, Middle Eastern 
countries, and to the end of the world. 
 
Attract more qualified, dedicated and expe-
rienced medical specialists to serve in the 
new wing of the hospital, and invite all the 
necessary basic science faculty members at 
the MMC. 
 
May the construction of the new hospital 
building, library, and the dorms proceed 
safely and with proper funding. May the 
medical college be able to establish scholar-
ships and endowments. 
 
May the students studying at the medical 
college become people of God with a vision 
for medical missions across Africa. 
 
To promote evangelic activities, educate the 
young leaders in health care system in the 
developing countries together as cooperative 
efforts with concerned and interested medi-
cal schools, hospitals and mission organiza-
tions from the developed countries. 
 
To make a harmonious mission body by 
overcoming the difference of background, 
cultural diversity and serve to responding to 
the Call from the Above. 

Visitors & Volunteers 
 
Incoming 
Min-Ji Choi, Jin-Kyung-Kim,,Linda Marden, 
Dr. Jim Smith, Young-Choel Kang, 
Jin-Yong Kim, Jung-Jun Jang, Seong Choi, Es-
ther Kang, Chang-Ho Jo, Nam-Geun Park, 
Eun-Hee Oh, Facing Africa (18 Ps), 
Dr. Nadim Nimeh, Texas Spine Surgeon, 
Dr. Daniel E. Shin, In-Yong Jung, 
Sung-Joong Kim, Noh-Sook Park, 
Geun-Chang Lee, Dr. Martin Klatheke, 
Dr. Pearson, Won-Hee Kang, Hwa-Soon Choi, 
Youn-Chul Cho, Hee-Jae Lee, Hye-Won Lee, 
Hyun-Jun Shin 
 
Outgoing 
Sam-Won Sung, Jae-Sung Lee, Jin-Kyung-Kim, 
Dr. Jim Smith, Linda Marden, Eun-Hee Oh, 
Facing Africa (18 Ps), Dr. Daniel E. Shin, 
Dr. Nadim Nimeh, Sung-Hyun Lee, 
Eun-Ae Lee, Sung-Joong Kim, Texas Spine, 
Dr. Martin Klatheke, Dr. Pearson 

Sponsor / Donations 
Phone Ethiopia : 251-11-6292963/251-11-6292795 

Korea : 02-6930-9555 
Online Voluntary Service >> Apply for support 

 

Volunteer Application 
Online Volunteering >> Apply online 

Email msmcmet@gmail.com 
 

http://mcmet.org 
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Apr-Jun Volunteers 

Ethiopian Good Friday in Ethiopia Apl10 
Millions of Orthodox Christians commemorate Good Friday, also known as “Great Friday” to remember the 
events leading up to Jesus' crucifixion. The Orthodox Easter dates usually differ from the dates used by 
western churches because most Orthodox churches retained some version of the Julian calendar, which is 
older than the Gregorian calendar, commonly used today. 
 
Ethiopian Easter Sunday in Ethiopia Apl12 
Many Orthodox churches base their Easter date on the Julian calendar, which often differs from the Gregori-
an calendar that is used by many western countries. Therefore the Orthodox Easter period often occurs later 
than the Easter period that falls around the time of the March equinox. 
 
International Labor Day in Ethiopia May1 
May Day, or Labor Day, is a public holiday in many countries worldwide. It usually occurs around May 1, but 
the date varies across countries. It is associated the start of spring as well as the celebration of workers.  
Derg Downfall Day May 28  

 

Ethiopian Holidays!!  

Seohyun Lee is returning to Korea after 

volunteering at MCM for six months.  

She has volunteered in many areas espe-

cially in taking care of Korean patients and 

educating Ethiopian nurses. Please pray for 

Seohyun that she will become more influ-

ential nurse helping a lot of people around 

her.  

On April 3rd, a new vol-
unteer, Min-ji Choi, ar-
rived. She will be serving 
for one year as a medical 
lab technologist for the 
cardiac patients in the 
newly constructed wing. 


